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Appendix A

aid in marketing efforts, changing zoning regulations to allow for more adaptive use from Kercheval-fronting buildings,

Opened fall 2008. Seven retail storefronts totaling 30,000 square feet of gross
leasable space. Seven two-storey condominiums ranging in size from 1900 to 4000
square feet. Project replaced surface parking lot and former restaurant.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

The dedication of its merchants, the loyalty of its patrons, its strong name recognition and the vision of its civic and
business leaders have helped The Village withstand such challenges as protracted economic tumult and the loss of

That said, many challenges remain before The Village can reach its full potential as a vibrant, engaging community center
where residents and visitors can shop, dine, seek entertainment and, hopefully, reside or stay the weekend. As well, The
Village merchant community must adhere to a “best practices” model with regard to inventory, customer courtesies,
cleanliness and visual appeal.

A dearth of pedestrians on the sidewalks, even at prime shopping hours … when I can hear the “ping” of the crosswalk

Report Sampling

Lodge 820, luxury mixed-use development
The Avenue district, Louisville, Kentucky
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Meijer women’s apparel assessment, Royal Oak store (Coolidge Hwy. at 14 Mile)
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Christina Fecher, Meijer Community Relations Specialist
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February 4, 2014
In advance of my visit I reviewed fall + winter 2013/14, pre-spring 2014 and spring 2014 women’s apparel,
accessories and footwear trends.
Indeed, many of the key fashion trends are evident: prints, pastels, cropped jackets, ankle boots,
sailor/nautical-inspired colors and silhouettes, peasant- and folk-inspired looks, black and white pairings,
and platform and embellished sneakers.
What caught my eye were the bags and backpacks … animal prints, colorful stripes, camouflage patterns
and the black and gray backpack with skull applique. I was especially drawn to the MIMOSA colorful totes
and small handbags; the bright striped lining of the black bags is an especially nice touch.
In jewelry I liked the wide silver cuffs and mid-width bronze cuff, as well as the companion pieces, for
their chic simplicity.
These looks/brands are fashion hits:
-

CUPID’S DIARY is very much on trend, especially its navy/white chevron pattern blouse

-

the tank dresses, too, are spot on in terms of color and pattern

-

TRUCE peasant blouses hit a style homerun

-

DEREK HEART tops, FRED DAVID blouses and FRENCH LAUNDRY shirts are nicely styled

-

ZAC & RACHEL white, pink and tangerine “tuxedo” shirts, the MLLE GABRIELLE
navy/white shirtdress and ALEXIS BRITTNEY colorful, cropped blazers definitely up the
store’s fashion quotient

-

in footwear the TWIST ME “reversible tongue” high top is a “must have” as are the
UNLISTED black strappy sandals and black platforms

Conversely, the fashion missteps I saw – mostly due to shape, construction, too many trends in one item –
include:
-

FALLS CREEK striped and embellished Ts

-

AB ALLISON BRITTNEY long skirts in gray, blue and blue/white stripes

-

JESSICA SIMPSON sweater dresses

-

the embellished denim; I didn’t see any product without exaggerated stitching, fading or
whiskering … the needs of the more traditional shopper aren’t addressed

-

FRENCH LAUNDRY black cropped pant with silver stud piping

-

many garments in the Women’s department look uninspired

-

in footwear the rhinestones on the black platform sneaker are an unnecessary
embellishment, the A2 ankle boots – while the right trend – aren’t conceptualized well,
the pumps have a dated silhouette and the department is lacking in such key spring styles
as bright pumps, printed brogues, metallic oxfords, colorful sandals, woven platforms and
peep-toe booties
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MACY ’S LEGACY STORES/CONVERTED STORES
Analysis + Observations
Dan Isaacs for Elliott Management Corp.
April 2007

THE SITUATION
Federated’s official re-branding of the May Co. doors as Macy’s in September 2006 created a retailing
behemoth with 818 stores in 64 of the top 65 metropolitan areas with a footprint in 45 states, the
District of Columbia, Guam and Puerto Rico.
Following the May Co. transaction, Macy’s created seven operating divisions: East, West, Florida,
Midwest, North, Northwest, and South. Some are entirely comprised of legacy stores; others home to
only former May Co. units; and some a combination of both store types.
Six months on, how successful is the integration of those former May Co. stores into the Macy’s organization,
are consumers responding favorably to the national identity campaign, and will the initial downward
sales trend continue?
THE ANALYSIS
The consensus in recent conversations with retail consultants, former executives, securities analysts, retail
leasing specialists, and market researchers is that the transition, while challenging Federated’s financials
last fall and into holiday due to transaction costs, and the fact that May Co. comp store sales were down
10% at the time of the conversion, is expected to present less of a challenge this spring. Further, they
expect results to be even more positive in the second half of the year.
One exception, however, is the Macy’s North division i.e., the 62 former Marshall Field’s stores and one
legacy store at Mall of America. In particular, the stores in the North division with the most difficulty
retaining their customers are those in the greater Chicago area — especially the State Street flagship
which all agree is operating far below expectations — and to a lesser extent those in Minneapolis/St. Paul,
and metropolitan Detroit.
Of course, residents of Detroit and the Twin Cities experienced a loss of their grand local stores when
Hudson’s and Dayton’s, respectively, donned the Marshall Field’s script early in 2001. Thus, the collective groaning in Chicago last year at the news that Marshall Field’s days were numbered was met with
little more than a “been there, done that”-sigh in the rest of the North region.
As one Chicago-based retail leasing specialist said of Macy’s Windy City debut, “the reception [to
Macy’s] has been poor and a lot of people are resisting [Macy’s] private brand items.” She also added
that enthusiasm for the company’s effort to integrate itself into the fabric of the community — for
example bringing back to State Street the production of the iconic Frango mint — is tepid at best.
– continued –
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THE DETROIT NEWS EDITORIAL ROUNDTABLE
JANUARY 2013

The Detroit News: Downtown has been viewed as a development and retail desert for a long
time. Now we're seeing a little bit of stirring because Quicken Loans Inc. Chairman Dan Gilbert
has bought some buildings downtown and declared that he wants to attract more people and
stores downtown. Where are we with the development and retail comeback of downtown
Detroit?

Opinion
Editorials
January 31, 2013 at 1:00 am

Jackson: We definitely appreciate Gilbert's investments downtown. I would say that, in terms of
the chicken and the egg, you are still working on accommodating more residents downtown —
people who will be here 24 hours a day. By continuing to go after more residential (housing),
that would obviously help in terms of the retail. That was a key factor in the Whole Foods
decision (to open a store in Midtown).

Experts weigh in on downtown
Detroit's retail revival

Bieri: We certainly have been through a long journey of attempted comebacks. Detroit's always
going to find a way to step on its own foot. In this case, I think the momentum can sustain a few
more missteps, but I expect this place to be a heck of a lot better in the next five years than
today.

What comes first, the chicken (residents) or egg (more stores)?

Nakfoor: I certainly agree that there's a greater vibrancy. Any talk of this retail push needs to
think about the idea that retail can't necessarily survive on lunch-hour business. The number of
stores at the Renaissance Center has dwindled over the years, (even though) you have a
captive audience there. You need an infusion of people living there.

By The Detroit News

It's a challenge. Cities that have a larger daytime population are struggling. Macy's announced
that it's closing its Houston and St. Paul, Minn., flagship stores. The Saks Fifth Avenue in
Pittsburgh, which has a vibrant city center, closed in March, but it still has Macy's downtown.
Detroit never had that apartment culture. Without having that anchor, that's a challenge.
The Detroit News: Retail analyst Ken Dalto said Detroit needs a first big retail domino to fall —
then maybe others will follow. What kind of retail outlet might get the ball rolling?
Bieri: We've got one coming, Whole Foods. That's clearly a game-changer, and it will change
perceptions of people that our real estate professionals ought to look at Detroit. One I'd love to
get is Urban Outfitters. It appeals to the crowd that we're dealing with. Moosejaw
Mountaineering certainly has some of that element, and I applaud the Gilbert organization for
getting them down here (as a temporary store).

Downtown Detroit, for so long a weakness, has become one of the city’s major selling points, a sign of
Detroit’s rebirth. (Daniel Mears / The Detroit News)

Downtown Detroit's Hudson Department Store closed 31 years ago this month. Detroit News
Assistant Business Editor Richard Burr discussed where downtown's retail revival stands and
where it needs to go with a panel of Detroit area development and retail experts. The following
are edited excerpts.

The ones that should come are the daily needs guys. CVS seems to be doing OK downtown.
Radio Shack's not a glamorous tenant. The vitamin shop, GNC; a national sundry market;
people need day-to-day items.
Nakfoor: It is really common now to hear a pretty big percentage of new employees coming
downtown say, "I'm going to consider living here." My youngest son is moving downtown — I'm
really happy about that. Talking to his friends, they're not even thinking of staying in the
suburbs. They have to go downtown; that's where the action's at.
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Go ahead, indulge. After all,
there’s a little blue blood in each of us.

SPECIAL PRICING IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS - SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE STORE
PLUS NO INTEREST - NO PAYMENTS FOR 12 MONTHS*
There’s still time to custom create your home for the holidays. You’ll find extra savings on living rooms,
occasional tables, home office, entertainment and gourmet dining. Plus view our grand collection of elegant accessories.

EXCLUSIVELY IN BLOOMFIELD HILLS / COMPLIMENTARY IN-HOME DESIGN
2125 telegraph road ( just north of Square Lake Road ) / 248.454.0900 /

Open Mon, Thurs, Fri 10-9, Tues, Wed, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5:30

/

www.drexelheritage.com

* Same as Cash offer on approved Drexel Heritage credit card purchases - based on your creditworthiness, other terms may apply. $999 minimum purchase required. No Finance Charges if purchase paid in full within 12 months from date of delivery. If
purchase not paid in full or Account not kept current, Finance Charges assessed from date of delivery and Minimum Monthly Payments required. Standard Rate 23.9 % APR. Default Rate is 25.9% APR. Minimum Finance Charge $2. Offer does not apply to
previous purchases and cannot be combined with any other current public or private discount offer.
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